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Saphire, Las Vegas, Ping Pong.

Three members from Trump's team "visited a strip club, the Sapphire Las
Vegas, the night before the presidential debate in Las Vegas."

New York Post.

Jason Miller

The campaign staff who visited the strip club "included Jason Miller (Ashkenazic
Jew), AJ Delgado and Jessica Ditto."

.dailymail

"Trump Escorts was apparently a high end escort service whose website featured
the Trump International logo."

Very recently, the married Jason Miller was appointed as Trump's communications
director.

Jason Miller quit just two days after being appointed.

Trump senior staffer AJ Delgado suggests that Miller is involved in a sex scandal.
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Delgado called Miller the '2016 version of John Edwards.'

Edwards had a child with his mistress.

Trump aide Jason Miller backs out of White House job / Trump Advisor A.J. Delgado
Deletes Twitter Account After Cryptic Tweets About Jason Miller / Trump advisers
went to strip club / dailymail

...

Donald Trump is friends with Las Vegas's Steve Wynn.

Stephen Alan "Steve" Wynn (Weinberg)

When Wynn tried to open a casino in London, the police denied him a licence.

According to a police report:

"The strong inference that can be drawn from the new intelligence is that Stephen
Wynn... has been operating under the aegis of the Genovese family since he first
went to Las Vegas in the 1960s to become a stockholder in the New
Frontier Casino.

"It has been alleged by a confidential informant that Wynn's late father, Michael
Wynn formerly Weinberg, ran his bingo parlour in Maryland under the auspices of
Anthony 'Fat Tony' Selerno, then a member and now one of the ruling triumvirate
of the Genovese family."

Rick Porrello's - AmericanMafia.com.

On February 25, 2004, Kenny Wynn, brother of Stephen, was served with a search
warrant at his home in connection with a child pornography investigation.

Rick Porrello's - AmericanMafia.com.
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Ping Pong in Las Vegas can be sleazy.

Ping Pong at Planet Ping Pong may be innocent.

 RudolphGiuliani @RudolphGiuliani · 8h8 hours ago
James Alefantis is a child rapist & child killer. They have murdered
children. He is protected by W.H., CIA, DHS & media.

The Twitter account @RudolphGiuliani is a FAKE.

It has been suspended by Twitter.

Guiliani says that he is aware of at least four accounts that post hoax content in
his name.

Giuliani parody accounts | TheHill

 RudolphGiuliani @RudolphGiuliani · 9h9 hours ago
I have seen the bodies of raped and sodomized children, many kidnapped
in Virginia. The cover-up goes to the top, highest levels in D.C. 

The Twitter account @RudolphGiuliani is a FAKE.

 RudolphGiuliani @RudolphGiuliani · 9h
The Kosher Nostra chose Obama in order to carry out the Arab Spring.
The Kosher Nostra has now rigged the election to put Trump into power
so that he can smash up Iran and the Palestinians.

The Twitter account @RudolphGiuliani is a FAKE.

Donald Trump got linked to Fred and Rosemary West.

Fred and Rosemary West were serial killers of children and child sex offenders.
Hillary Clinton got linked to Pizza.
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Above, we see the famous 'baby' picture (above) and, with it, a reference to
chicken (below).

According to Pizzagate Evidence:

1. "On his 'jimmycomet' Instagram account, Alefantis posted a baby
picture (above) and made a clear pedophile reference."

Is this evidence clear or ambiguous?

James Alefantis is the owner of the Comet Ping Pong restaurant in Washington,
which is alleged to be at the centre of a child abuse ring, linked to Hillary Clinton.

Donald Trump's chief friend and mentor was Roy Cohn (left) who has been linked
to child abuse rings. This does not prove that Trump Trump used the same child
abuse rings.

Alefantis was the romantic partner of David Brock, who has links to the Democrat
Party.
Alefantis has never denied that, like so many people in Washington, he prefers
boys to girls.

James Alefantis had a statue of Antinous as his Instagram profile picture.

https://voat.co/v/pizzagate/1497611
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Work by Louise Bourgeois in Bilbao.

2. Louise Joséphine Bourgeois (1911 - 2010) was a world famous French-
American artist, whose works can be seen in many public galleries worldwide.

According to Pizzagate Evidence:

"Tony Podesta (linked to the Democrat Party)  has a taste for art portraying
cannibalism and murder, such as his headless Arch of Hysteria statue (by Louise
Joséphine Bourgeois) which seems to reproduce one of Jeffrey Dahmer's
decapitated victims."

How accurate is this?

Arch of Hysteria statue

The Arch of Hysteria statue was inspired by Charcot's Salpêtrière female patients,
rather than by Jeffrey Dahmer. 

The Arch of Hysteria | REMEDIA.

Above we see a statue of a naked lad. This statue is in Donald Trump's penthouse.
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Is the above 'locker room banter' or something else?

3. According to Pizzagate Evidence:

"The brother of Jeffrey B. Smith ('werkinonmahnightcheese'), who commented on
several of the suspect Instagram photos, referred to a friend as 'my favorite pedo'
JPG."

Is the above 'locker room banter'?

4. According to Pizzagate Evidence:

"Alefantis posted a photo of a walk-in cooler (above), to which he commented
'#murder' and to which Jeffrey B. Smith commented '#killroom'."

Is the above 'locker room banter'?

5. The Rolling Stones' song 'Sympathy for the Devil' played at Trump rallies.

According to Pizzagate Evidence:

"Listed first on Comet's website under 'friends of comet' is the band Heavy
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Posted by Anon at 00:27 

Labels: abuse ring, Alefantis, Antinous, Arch of Hysteria, Bourgeois, chickenlovers, Clinton,
Comet Ping Pong, cooler, Heavy Breathing, Pizza Gate, Podesta, Satanism, Trump

Breathing."

Heavy Breathing has been linked to sympathy for the devil.

Donald Trump was a close friend of Michael Jackson.
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28 comments:
Anonymous 19 December 2016 at 09:11
Four key similarities between the Hampstead and Hollie Greig satanic ritual abuse
cases:

https://freemelanieshaw.files.wordpress.com/2015/03/four-key-similarities-
between-the-hampstead-and-hollie-greig-satanic-ritual-abuse-cases.pdf
Reply

Anonymous 19 December 2016 at 09:29
Penn State University is a major MK Ultra / Monarch Programming site for children
run by the CIA.
Reply

Anonymous 19 December 2016 at 09:33
EXPOSING THE SECRET SODOMITE CODES:

GAY HANKY CODES: https://user.xmission.com/~trevin/hanky.html

Gay Semiotics:
http://www.queerculturalcenter.org/Pages/HalPages/GaySemIndx.html

Handkerchief code: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Handkerchief_code

Reply

Anonymous 19 December 2016 at 10:28
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Replies

Reply

See the blog Hollie Grieg Book Closed....little or no similarities with Hampstead
case...please people do correct research& don't be mislead.And I hope they free
Melanie Shaw-cheers.
Reply

Anonymous 22 December 2016 at 15:04
We need to reopen the Hollie Greig case - why - because when anyone
states something positive suddenly the disinformation agents will race
out of the woodwork and deny it's validity - WHY - because the satanic
ritual rings are all linked to Scotland - Scotland is where many have said
all these rings lead back to - there is something in Scotland they want to
keep us away from and that something is revealed and exposed in the
satanic rape and abuse of Hollie Greig - that is why that case is so
important and we must continually bring it back into the spotlight and
continue to examine it - that is the key case to unlocking the worldwide
satanic ritual child abuse ring/s.

Anonymous 19 December 2016 at 10:29
http://www.globalresearch.ca/five-reasons-why-we-dont-have-a-free-and-
independent-media-in-the-uk-and-what-we-can-do-about-it/5563553
Reply

Anonymous 19 December 2016 at 10:31
There are both truth and lie in all this Pizzagate crap
Reply

Anonymous 19 December 2016 at 11:43
Aang dismissed it as a political charade. Maybe that was at the beginning, but
many people looked for days at all of this... So you see a guy called Alefantis
who's in league with a Brock of 'correct the records' posting weird comments. The
most appalling are a photo of the back of a young girl with a spot of blood.
Another is an image of money and drugs with the comment by Alefantis about
being ready for London (Nov 2015) all comments by shady figures who happen to
be sponsored by John Podesta and many strange figures like Amanda Klienman -
who appears in every psyop related to hints at pedophilia. 

No definitive proof except two deaths who are linked, Andrew Breitbart and more
recently Monica Petersen.

It's a divide and conquer where the ones who can see bad chatting are labeled as
lunatics while the accused ones (Clintons) hide the dirty hands of Trump, close
friend of the jew Epstein.
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Anonymous 19 December 2016 at 11:44
I forgot Rachel Chandler and her photos, a lot of famous people and some kid
sometimes.
Reply

Anonymous 19 December 2016 at 12:26
Aangirfan, please, read these and tell us if you feel any different about Pizzagate,
I'm afraid it goes much much deeper than just a simple pizza tosser on
Connecticut Ave:

PizzaGate Is A Giant Step For Investigative Journalism - Pt 1
http://www.rense.com/general96/pizzagateyoichi.htm

Are The PizzaGate Pimps For The Global Elite Up To Snuff? 
http://www.rense.com/general96/pizzapimps.htm

It Takes A Spillage...Of Blood...To Awaken PizzaGate
http://www.rense.com/general96/spillage.htm

Clintons, Soros Implicated In Norway Child Porn & Macedonia Fake News - Part 4 
http://www.rense.com/general96/clintonssoros.htm

AkhaldanSolo
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Anon 19 December 2016 at 22:00
Yoichi Shimatsu (at Rense) is a tabloid journalist who tends to mislead
people. I wonder if Yoichi, a former newspaper editor, is a CIA spook?

Anon 19 December 2016 at 22:16
What Yoichi Shimatsu and Rense wrote about Sandy Hook now looks like
disinformation. Rense has been discredited by his support for Trump.

Anonymous 19 December 2016 at 22:22
I agree. I spoke to John Marr Karr who denied all that Yoichi Shimatsu
said about him. [JMK's account is corroborated by the fact that he
returned to Thailand for the Steph Watts' interview, which he would not
have done had he been arrested in Thailand, as Shimatsu suggested.]

Anonymous 19 December 2016 at 23:04
There isn't a jot of evidence that Alefantis et al did anything wrong. It
remains to be seen if Pieczenik gave us dots to make a picture, without
giving the actual evidence. 

People are referencing https://twitter.com/RudolphGiuliani claiming he is
investigating pizzagate because the FBI won't do so. I cannot determine
if this is a real account. 

Pieczenik et al will soon be in charge of Justice, so can surely prosecute,
but I don't see any evidence that they care beyond using it as an
election ploy. 

Anonymous 20 December 2016 at 05:09
How was yoichis Sandy hook material disinformation? Noone dissected
his work and the entire sandy hook saga disappeared into the memory
hole. Noone proved shimatsu's material as disinfo, where are you
getting your information? 

AkhaldanSolo

Anonymous 20 December 2016 at 06:05
ALL of you replied without even reading the articles, if you did, you
wouldn't be coming back here with such silly replies.

ASolo

Anon 20 December 2016 at 07:10
I could not find anything in Yoichi Shimatsu (at Rense) which was
'sensible'. The idea that the Podestas kidnapped Madeleine McCann
sounds like a Kosher Nostra joke. PizzaGate looks like a distraction from
the story that the Kosher Nostra rigged the election, and the story that
Katie Johnson was raped by certain members of the Kosher Nostra.

Anon 20 December 2016 at 07:18
Yoichi linked Sandy Hook to Whitey Bulger. But he provided no firm
evidence. It looked like a distraction.

Anonymous 20 December 2016 at 05:16
I'm quite perplexed by Aangirfans avoidance of the pizzagate issue. Regardless of
the unstable nature of the research there are many signs and solid leads within
the Clinton Foundation that show some type of nefarious activity, we all know how
horrible the Clinton camp is and its connection to the world cabal and more
importantly its role in continuing the Bush Cartel world domination plans, who are
an extension of the nazis. It is beyond me why you are showing any favoritism at
all for either 'candidate'. 

AkhaldanSolo
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Anon 20 December 2016 at 07:40
Aangirfan has not avoided PizzaGate, but has in fact written three
detailed posts about it. 

Aangirfan has written posts condemning both Clinton and Trump. 

Aangirfan wrote that people should not vote for Clinton; or for Trump.

Aangirfan believes that, many years ago, the Cabal selected Trump, as
a future president.

The Cabal did not want Clinton because she lacked charisma, she
appeared to be anti-semitic,she supported the Iran deal and she was not
prepared to let Netanyahu destroy the Palestinians.

Trump is everything the Cabal wants. 

Donald Trump is, according to his own brother, a German Jew.

Donald Trump has been described as being a Zionist Nazi. 

Look at Trump's friends - Roy Cohn, Jeffrey Epstein, Goldman Sachs,
Rupert Murdoch, Benjamin Netanyahu, James Mattis (Fallujah), Peter
Thiell (Bilderberg), Larry Solov etc.

Trump will screw all the folks who are not members of the elite.

Anonymous 20 December 2016 at 09:00
That is not in dispute and I am in full agreement with you. I have also
written extensively about Trump, through your work and others, but
perhaps I am suggesting that there has to be, and there are stray
indicators, that we have not seen the last of the Clinton Cabal and that
somehow the two of them are still in collusion. Regardless of the deep
cover distractions, ie, controlled opposition from Wikileaks or Alex Jones,
the deeper import reveals intention on both of their parts to complete
the overall all encompassing new world order con. 

Yes you have printed research on pizzagate and alefantis yet it seems
to discredit the entire thing as hyperbole or 'locker room' talk. The
conglomeration of alefantis, his friends, their eclectic taste in music and
art, and now his command of media presence suggest much more than
just locker room banter. We both know as well what was really going
through Trump's mind when the media covered for his ass when they
invented that meme for him, the same probably goes for alefantis. 

I just don't see passing Yoichi Shimatsu's research off lightly as a wise
choice. 

AkhaldanSolo

Anonymous 20 December 2016 at 23:59
The point Aang is trying to make is that if it looks like a duck, swims like
a duck and sounds like a duck ... it's probably a Mockingbird (ie: disinfo).
If you follow the trail back its origins you discover a GOP affiliated duck
(no, not Dick Cheney out on a hunt!) At the same time, the blatantly
obvious 'dubious behaviour and affiliations' on the Drumpf-meister have
been all but ignored by 'truth-seeking' websites other than Aangirfan.
- Chris B

Anonymous 21 December 2016 at 15:25
Some of the most informative #PizzaGate videos available - the satanic evidence
speaks for itself:

#PizzaGate: What We Know So Far : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z4OP--
ZXOjc

#PizzaGate the Documentary, Pedophilia involving Podesta Emails, Clinton,
Obama, David Brock, DNC - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QXJs9RNcMF0

#PizzaGate Pedophile Rings Exposed by former HEAD of FBI and the PEOPLE -
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZRQAMYsGxSg
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steve 25 December 2016 at 10:29
Have you noticed that a lot of Israeli companies get bought up by American
companies? That's a backdoor way of giving aid to Israel. There's massive
investment in Israeli companies by America too. Israeli technology is used heavily
by America. It props up the Israeli economy. Without it, Israel would fail. 

I'm sure America arranges for its allies to invest in Israel too. The amount of direct
and indirect aid that Israel gets is astonishing given Israel's small size and
population.
Reply

Anonymous 25 December 2016 at 11:12
http://www.globalresearch.ca/jihadist-rebels-massacre-over-100-hostages-before-
leaving-east-aleppo-unreported-western-mainstream-media-totally-silent/5564651
Reply

Brabantian 25 December 2016 at 11:43
The 'fake Rudy Giuliani tweets' are exceptional for such fakery, as noted on the
Henry Makow site & in other places

They were maintained for an exceptionally long time, & whilst leaving some
evidence they *really were* Rudy Giuliani (or an intel operation involving him) 

They are written with an effective rational-seeming tho fearful voice 'pray for me'

They have significant truth, e.g., re 9-11, & re paedophile crimes in Virginia near
the centre of US gov't, Virginia where more children 'disappear' than anywhere
else in the USA

There is an interesting relatively new possible truth in them, in that 'Giuliani' says
governments actually possess far more advanced video CGI hoaxing tools than is
generally known from movies, the Rita Katz fake bin Laden videos etc ... Rudy
pleads with his audience that any 'appearances' by him publicly denying the
tweets are fake

There is a theory that these Rudy Giuliani tweets are prime 'poisoned well'
revelations, with portions of truth put out in a context such that they can be then
discredited as 'fake news'

There is a theory that the oligarch cabal enjoys revealing the truth of what it is
doing along with some simultaneous denials

There is a theory that 'God has imposed upon Satan', the restriction of always
publicly disclosing major criminality ... so that acceptance by the public of evil, is
thus in fact willing & with substantial awareness & without excuse for 'not
knowing'
Reply

Anonymous 25 December 2016 at 23:06
Banks stopped lending to Trump in the 2008 crash and he became dependent on
Russian Mob money - Sater & Mogilevich. So the Mob make their money from
drugs, prostitution, arms & oil, then they launder it through Trump construction
and casinos. 

Pieczenik is a Russian Jew, he addresses World Jewry; but he is also DIA & ONI.
The ONI is cooperating with Russians in space, so they are on the same side at
that level. Would the ONI want to clean house at the CIA? Why do that if the US is
ramping up for war with China? Do the Russian-Israelis want to discourage CIA
officers so that they resign and they can put their own assets in place? The
Clinton Foundation is a CIA NGO. Pieczenik, Snowden, Assange - all look like
Russian/Israeli assets at the moment, but we are missing the bigger picture at the
deep state/space level. 
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Brabantian 26 December 2016 at 02:44
Miley Cyrus 'age-play' video & the 'child' dimension amongst adults

Some countries have discussed out-lawing theatre or video where, even though
all performers are adults, there are themes where some of the adults are 'posing'
as if under-age in some respect, e.g., 'school-girl' or 'parent-child', & there is a
sexual dimension

The previous senior citizen US President Ronald Reagan (1981-89) often called his
wife Nancy 'Mommy' in public

Recently, was talking with a female friend who spoke of going to an adult lingerie
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& bedroom-fantasy store ... she was recalling her university feminism, & began to
wonder if some of the goods in the store, e.g., 'school-girl' clothes, 'spanking'
items, 'adult baby' items in sizes for adults - should be outlawed as contributing to
the child-violation culture

But as she talked she realised it was hard to 'draw the line' against 'age-play',
given what many couples say & do, including herself & her own Significant Other
... at times many of us enjoy being comforted & loved 'like a child' ... some 'age'
dimension can be found very widely in adult intimate material & speech &
behaviour ... my friend spoke of her own mother wearing a plaid 'schoolgirl' type
skirt with tights 

One item creating controversy is the unsettling 'baby age play' video from the
mega-popular young singer Miley Cyrus, called 'BB Talk' (= baby talk).

The 'official video' has nearly 24 million views, and in most of it Miley Cyrus is
dressed up as a baby girl or young child, whilst she invites the listener to 'f--k me
... so you stop baby talkin'

Another odd aspect of the video, is that Miley's voice sounds unusually 'male' or
mannish here, seems almost a different voice than one in earlier pop songs of
hers ... perhaps intentional gender confusion? Or is Miley's life affecting her throat
in some way?

Some say flat-out this is 'illuminati paedophile' promotion via the music industry
... in any case, very popular

4min31 - 23.9 million views - Miley Cyrus 'BB Talk'
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DfwJA0f0UTg
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